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city planning is increasingly recognised as a key intervention for sustainable urban development. this is true not just of cities but also of towns,
neighbourhoods and communities; indeed, it is likely that developments in these different scales are similarly becoming more conscious of the
need to ensure sustainable development. in a way, though, these issues are no longer exclusively about cities or even towns, for the
understanding and adoption of sustainable development principles and practices must occur at all scales. analyse behaviour of transportation
and infrastructure:understanding the needs and wishes of the public and using them as a strategic design guide are two components that are
central to successful urban design. transportation and infrastructure planning consider several key issues: their physical and environmental
impact; the impact that they have on a community's transportation network; and the regional, cultural, and social importance of transportation
and infrastructure. he has served as an adjunct professor of urban planning at the university of arizona and is also the author of two leading
textbook on city planning and policy. he has also presented his message in numerous forums including the dublin, ireland icsc. his public
speaking credentials include: icsc new york, icsc birmingham, icsc dublin, icsc london, icsc rome, the urban league, the new york state
association of fire chiefs, the community college of new york system, the new york state association of special education programs, the nassau
county department of social services, the monrovia, california chamber of commerce, the maspeth, new york police commission, the suffolk
county grand juries, the new york state association of new york state dental associations and the ithaca city planning commission.
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in order to enhance the quality of life of citizens in our communities, we think of 3g wireless broadband connectivity as a tool for enabling the
public to work, play and learn in an internet-enabled, always-on, application-centric environment. many organisations have become very

interested in the data and information provided by the wireless broadband infrastructure and the role that it might play in the communication-
empowering internet. wireless network technology plays a very important role in bridging the gap between the wired and wireless

infrastructures. the design, planning, and development of a city will require balanced investment and planning. it is of paramount importance to
study the current situation of the city in order to make it future-proofed. according to the case studies included, the primary role of the design
plan is to hold the vision and guiding principles to which the planners are committed and on which all their work will be built. it is intended to
guide the development of a project. the design plan is a living document that grows and evolves as new information becomes available and is
executed and implemented. the plan does not replace the master plan but is a clear statement of intent that is developed through a process of

analysis and assessment of the opportunities and constraints facing the site. a planning consultant may not need to undertake any of the
activities identified in this list, nor must they have all the tools necessary, but the range of functions they perform is determined by the type of

design work they do and their particular professional competencies. and these functions are determined by the input of their clients.
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